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MTSS Overview 

Multi-Tiered System of Supports in OSD 
Often referred to as the “way we do business" in schools, MTSS is an organizational framework 
intended to improve outcomes through the effective collaboration of adults. But a school or a 
district isn't "the way we do business," it IS the business. A school or a district is a Multi- 
Tiered System of Supports. 
A constant focus with MTSS is to support each and every stakeholder within the system. A 
system may be: a classroom, a school, a program, or a district. A Multi-Tiered System of 
Supports is a comprehensive, continuous-improvement framework. In any system - in any field or 
industry - there are many parts that make up the system. The same is true for schools and 
districts. 
Educational systems include many different roles and responsibilities, activities, projects, grades, 
programs, etc. With MTSS thinking in mind, schools and districts integrate and align academic 
standards, behavioral expectations, and adult activities to accelerate growth and reinforce 
progress. 
You may recognize that MTSS is used in a couple of different ways. You will notice that 
sometimes we use "MTSS" as an adjective or a descriptor, as in the phrase: "MTSS framework." 
The MTSS framework consists of many elements, such as different support levels or "tiers". We 
are not talking about the whole framework when we talk about the "tiers", which we refer to as a 
layered continuum of supports. We use tiers, or layers of support, to help match the right 
supports to the identified need and the readiness of the individual(s) involved. But the layered 
continuum of supports is only one Component of MTSS. 
And although MTSS may be used as an adjective - to describe the framework, MTSS is also used 
as a noun. We will say that our district is ONE system - ONE "Multi-Tiered" System of Supports. 
And each school within our district is its own "Multi-Tiered SYSTEM of Supports". Just like 
other nouns, it has an identity. The Oxford School District is a Multi-Tiered System of Supports 
(MTSS), and this playbook will explore the meaning of MTSS and its Essential Components. 
Within Mississippi, there has been an evolution over time to reach the current understanding of 
MTSS. The Oxford School District (OSD) aligns its MTSS implementation with the following 
description from the state. 
The Mississippi Department of Education (MDE) defines MTSS as: 
a prevention-based framework of team-driven data-based problem solving for improving the 
outcomes of every student through family, school, and community partnering and a layered 
continuum of evidence-based practices applied at the classroom, school, district, region, and state 
level. (MDE, 2016) 
This definition asks that the district functions as one system, with many "sub-systems" (or 
smaller systems) within it and many supports (such as evidence-based practices) also included. 
That means that a school district's resources, personnel, and operations should all be connected 
to contribute to the success of each school and each student. 
Resources: The district's various resources (like time/scheduling, funding, materials, etc.) should 
be used strategically. By setting up systems and structures that reduce or remove learning 



challenges or barriers, MTSS enables each stakeholder to benefit from safe and supportive 
learning environments. When we say MTSS is prevention-based, we are talking about how it 
focuses on the "before" and pre- conditions instead of waiting for losses or failures. We want to 
support each stakeholder from the start, to avoid feeling "reactive". 

MTSS Overview 
Personnel: Our school district employs high-quality staff and collaborates with families and 
community partners to provide services. The people (staff, family, and community) are all 
personnel that have an effect on our schools. 
We need to be sure that all personnel (staff, family, and community members) feel they have the 
knowledge, skills, and opportunities to contribute to our system. Each individual adds value and 
should feel valued. 
Operations: That means we need efficient and effective "operations" so that we have faith in our 
procedures and how we function. The "way we do things" are our Operations. That includes how 
we run transportation routes, how technology is updated, how we write policies, how meetings 
are scheduled and conducted, or how we create and execute plans. 
A primary goal in education is to secure access, opportunity, and educational benefit in each 
learning experience. 
We will need to work together to make that happen. In OSD, the plan is to implement MTSS 
with intentionality and to sustain MTSS implementation 
over time, making it the way we "do business" and "who we are". The 
ideas behind MTSS are represented in Portrait of a Graduate. OSD will prepare students for any 
pathway in life. 
Because there have been varied understandings about MTSS across the country, some confusions 
may exist about what MTSS is and what value it can offer. For example, MTSS has been 
described as replacing Response to Intervention (RtI) or Positive Behavioral Interventions and 
Supports (PBIS). Or it has been said that MTSS serves as the combination of the two - without 
clarity about what that means or how things are connected. 
In Mississippi schools and districts have had different interpretations about how to think about 
RtI and PBIS in relation to MTSS. Historically, both have had strong identities as responsive and 
supportive frameworks. Current definitions of MTSS note that MTSS is not just the coming 
together of RtI and PBIS. In the past, some people have said that "RtI + PBIS = MTSS", but in 
OSD, we identify MTSS as being more than that. 
In many ways, it is simple and clear; MTSS is the what and the how. 
1. There are core features of MTSS that we can recognize. That means it is the WHAT - as in, it 
is a batch of puzzle pieces, each with its own curves, colors, and connectors - those are the parts 
of the system. 
2. And MTSS is also the HOW - as in, MTSS helps make sense of each puzzle piece, linking 
them all together in a pattern where each piece contributes to a complete picture. If we don't 
think of the process for how to complete the puzzle, we may 



not ever connect the pieces correctly. Putting together all the core features (or 'puzzle pieces') so 
that they fit is the "how". 
So, MTSS is the parts (of the puzzle) AND the whole!...and it is the "assembly" or 
implementation that gives it strength and stability. We see the what as the features (or the "parts") 
that we call MTSS Essential Components and the how is implementation science -both help 
create the MTSS framework "as a whole"! 

MTSS Essential Components:



Students in Oxford School District can be tiered in three domains: Academic (primary focus is 
ELA and Math), Behavior, and SEL (Social Emotional Learning).  Tiering a child in one domain 
does not guarantee interventions and supports in other domains, if that is necessary.  Students can 
be tiered in all domains and receive supports in each area consecutively.  

Academic OSD synopsis of MTSS
Elementary

Tier 1 Tier 2 Tier 3

Focus of Tier 
Support

Designed for 
all students, 
with on-going 
differentiation

Focus on 
alignment of 
instruction and 
instructional 
resources to 
common core. 

Small Group 
problem solving 

Targeted 
evidence-based 
tier 2 
interventions for 
students not 
meeting 
expectations, in 
addition to core 
instruction. 

Individualized 
problem solving 

Intensive and 
strategic evidence-
based tier 3 
interventions, in 
addition to core 
instruction. Focus 
on specific 
foundational skills. 

POPULATION 
SUPPORTED: 

All students 
(100%) 

Some Students 
(less than 15%) 

Few Students 
(3-5%) 

ASSESSMENTS 
USED: 

Universal 
screenings, and 
benchmarks: 
For example 
NWEA MAP, 
aimswebPlus, 
F&P 

Progress 
monitoring occurs 
every two weeks 
or as appropriate 
to targeted skill 
area: For example 
aimswebPlus 

Progress 
monitoring occurs 
weekly , based on 
targeted skills: For 
example 
aimswebPlus 



CURRICULUM AND 
INTERVENTION 
SUPPORTS: 

District core 
curriculum, 
and schoolwide 
programs 

Research-based 
curriculum, and 
Tier 2 evidence-
based strategies 

Research-based 
curriculum, and 
Tier 3 evidence-
based interventions 

AMOUNT OF TIME 
ALLOTTED: 

ELA: 

60 mpd kdg 
kdg 
90 mpd 1-5 

Math: 

30 mpd 
60 mpd 1-5 

60 minutes/week 

(three 20-minute 
sessions OR two 
30-minute 
sessions) 

In addition to 
instruction at Tier 
1 

120-135 minutes/
week 

(three 20-minute 
sessions + two 20-
minute sessions 
OR three 45-
minute sessions) 

In addition to 
instruction at Tier 1 

GROUP SIZE: Whole class 
and small 
group 

Small groups: 
4-8 students 

Direct Support : 
2-3 students or 
one-on-one 
instruction 

LOCATION: General 
education 
classroom 

General education 
classroom, may 
be outside of 
classroom

Outside of general 
education 
classroom 

PERSONNEL: Classroom 
teacher 

Classroom 
teacher or other 
professionals 
(literacy teacher, 
SLP, etc) 

Specialized staff 
(resource teacher, 
SLP, literacy, etc) 

IMPLEMENTATION: Ongoing Each cycle is at 
least 6-8 weeks, 
with at least 3-4 
data points 

Each cycle is at 
least 8-10 weeks, 
with at least 8 
data points 

Tier 1 Tier 2 Tier 3



Secondary

Tier 1 Tier 2 Tier 3

FOCUS OF TIER 
SUPPORT: 

Designed for 
all students, 
with on-going 
differentiation
. 

Focus on 
alignment of 
instruction and 
instructional 
resources to 
common core. 

Small Group 
problem solving 

Targeted evidence-
based tier 2 
interventions for 
students not 
meeting 
expectations, in 
addition to core 
instruction. 

Individualized 
problem solving 

Intensive and 
strategic evidence-
based tier 3 
interventions, in 
addition to core 
instruction. Focus 
on specific 
foundational skills. 

POPULATION 
SUPPORTED: 

All students 
(100%) 

Some Students 
(less than 15%) 

Few Students 
(3-5%) 

ASSESSMENTS 
USED: 

State 
assessments 

District 
common 
course 
assessments 

Individual 
screening: 

Progress 
monitoring occurs 
monthly: content 
area specific 
assessments 

Progress 
monitoring occurs 
weekly , based on 
targeted skills: For 
example 
aimswebPlus 

**class failures/0 
credits earned/no 
progress with 1 
cycle at tier 2**



CURRICULUM AND 
INTERVENTION 
SUPPORTS: 

District core 
curriculum, 
and schoolwide 
programs 

Research-based 
curriculum, and 
Tier 2 evidence-
based strategies 
( curated by 
Branching Minds ) 

Research-based 
curriculum, and 
Tier 3 evidence-
based interventions 
( curated by 
Branching Minds ) 

AMOUNT OF TIME 
ALLOTTED: 

ELA: 80 mpd 
6-12 

MATH:

40 mpd 6-12 

80 minutes/week 

Two 40-minute 
sessions 

120 minutes/week 

Two 40-minute 
sessions + two 20-
minute sessions 
OR three 40-
minute sessions. 

GROUP SIZE: Whole class 
and small 
group 

Whole class and 
small group 

Direct Support: 
2-6 students or 
one-on-one 
instruction 

LOCATION: General 
education 
classroom 

Tier 2 support 
classroom

Outside of general 
education 
classroom 

PERSONNEL: Classroom 
teacher 

Classroom teacher 
or other 
professionals 
(literacy teacher, 
SLP, etc) 

Specialized staff 
(resource teacher, 
SLP, literacy, etc)

Tier 1 Tier 2 Tier 3



NWEA Cut Scores:

IMPLEMENTATION: Ongoing Targeted support 
classes are adjusted 
each semester 

Each cycle is at 
least 8-10 weeks, 
with at least 8 
data points 

Tier 1 Tier 2 Tier 3





NO

Tier 2 
interventions 
not needed at 

this time

YES

ACADEMIC  
Tier 2 

interventions 
needed

Is the concern academic in nature? If data indicates  
there are BOTH 
academic and 
behavioral concerns, 
be sure to create  
an integrated plan 
that addresses 
BOTH ACADEMIC  
AND BEHAVIOR.

Utilize multiple data points when 
making decisions for intervention.

YES NO

ACADEMIC  
Tier 2 interventions 

needed

BEHAVIOR  
Tier 2 interventions 

needed

Are there academic or behavioral concerns about the child?

Does the child demonstrate deficits  
on any assessments (PreK: MKAS, OWL, 

Brigance, etc.), screeners, or in the  
classroom setting?

PREK–12TH GRADE FLOWCHART
Mult i -T iered System of Suppor ts  

NO

Tier 2 interventions  
not needed at  

this time

YES

•   Gather supportive data (PreK: BIR; K-12: state test 
scores, ODRs; PreK-12: observations, screening 
results, concerns from another adult, etc.).  
NOTE: Remember to look at multiple sources.

•   Have multiple conversations with the caregiver/
family regarding concerns about the child.
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APPENDIX A Social/Emotional Worksheet 

Instructions: Classroom teachers or counselors should complete this checklist to aid in the collection of information to determine if 
student is in need of Tier II or Tier III behavioral interventions. 

 
NOTE: This worksheet is not a behavioral screener. For behavioral screening resources, visit www.mde.k12.ms.us/intervention. 

 

 

  

STUDENT HAS 

  been on runaway status 
  been caught stealing at school  
  left class without permission  
  cursed school personnel 
  threatened to harm school personnel or wished school 

personnel harm 
  been suspended for fighting  
  attempted suicide 
  received tobacco violations at school  
  received drug/alcohol violations at school 

CLASSROOM INTEREST 

  High  
  Average 
  Low  
  Other, please specify:       

CLASSROOM PARTICIPATION 

  almost always  
  frequently  
  occasionally  
  seldom 

 

CLASSROOM PREPAREDNESS 

  always brings necessary supplies  
  usually brings supplies 
  seldom comes to class with supplies  
  never comes to class with supplies 

MOTIVATION 

  completes homework 
  completes about half of the assignment  
  tends to give up easily 
  has difficulty getting started on assignments 

TO THE BEST OF YOUR KNOWLEDGE 

  This student is involved with the court system. 
  This student is in counseling.  
  This student is on medication. 

STUDENT NAME        
 
STUDENT IS DISRUPTIVE IN CLASS 

  fidgets 
  is overly active 
  does not remain in seat 
  talks out of turn 
  disturbs others when they are working  
  constantly seeks attention 
  overly aggressive with others (i.e., physical fights) 
  belligerent towards teachers and others in authority  
  defiant or stubborn 
  impulsive 
  can’t wait his/her turn 
  acts without thinking of the consequences 

 

STUDENT IS WITHDRAWN 

  shy, timid 
  has difficulty making friends sits alone in cafeteria 
  does not join in classroom group activities  
  overly conforms to rules 
  appears to daydream or be out of touch with the class 
  has difficulty expressing feelings 

STUDENT IS ANXIOUS 

  appears depressed  
  rarely smiles 
  appears to be tense 
  appears frightened or worried  
  cries easily 
  does not trust others 

OTHER SOCIAL/EMOTIONAL BEHAVIORS 

  lacks self-confidence 
  says “can’t do” even before attempting 
  reacts poorly to disappointment 
  is overly sensitive to disappointment  
  depends on others 
  clings to adults  
  pretends to be ill 
  has poor grooming or personal hygiene 





Social Emotional Learning and the Oxford School District

WHY SOCIAL AND EMOTIONAL LEARNING MATTERS 
The evolving field of neuroscience continues to affirm essential links between Social and 
Emotional Learning (SEL), academic performance, and healthy student development. Because 
teaching and learning is a highly dynamic, demanding, and social process, students need safe, 
inclusive, culturally responsive, and equitable learning environments where they can develop 
greater self-awareness, engage productively with others, and acquire lifelong self-management 
skills to face new challenges. 

PURPOSE/MISSION 
The purpose of Social and Emotional Learning in OSD is to enable students to develop in safe, 
inclusive, culturally responsive, academically engaging, and equitable learning environments that 
cultivate: 
self-awareness and self-management 
social awareness and relationship skills 
planning, evaluating, and decision-making skills 

CORE BELIEFS 
Academic learning is inextricably linked with social and emotional learning. 
As students grow and develop, they are profoundly shaped by their environments, including the 
school environment. 
A sense of physical and emotional safety and a sense of belonging combine to form an essential 
foundation for teaching and learning. 
As students develop SEL skills, their ability to connect meaningfully with individuals of diverse 
perspectives, cultures, languages, histories, identities, and abilities increases, ultimately yielding 
healthier, more equitable, and better performing schools and communities. 
Social and emotional learning is dynamic and developmental. The nature and magnitude of 
students’ needs will vary across their school years. 
Because students learn, in great part, from observing others, it is essential that adults understand, 
practice, model, and apply social and emotional skills in order to support the development of 
these competencies in students. 

VISION 
All OSD students will internalize and demonstrate the social and emotional competencies needed 
to thrive in school and in life. 
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Functional Behavioral Assessment 
    Fill in the demographic information UNDER each category below: 

Child’s Name: 
 

School: 
 

District: 
 

School Year:  
 

MSIS ID Number: 
 

Grade: 
 

Race:  
 

Gender: 
 

Date of Birth: 
 

Phone Number:  
 

Current Eligibility Date: 
 

Eligibility Category: 
 

Mother’s Name: 
 

Father’s Name: 
 

Address: 
 

Information Reviewed 
Mark X beside all sources to be used. 

[  ] Anecdotal information provided by parents    [  ] Parents interviews 

[  ] Diagnostic evaluation(s) done by the district [  ] Diagnostic evaluations by outside agency        

[  ] Classroom/school observation(s)                [  ] Child interview 

[  ] Interview with other professionals              [  ] Teacher interview(s) 

[  ] Behavior Rating Scales                             [  ] Discipline records 

[  ] IEPs                                                          [  ] Attendance records 

[  ] Other: [  ] Other: 

Identified Problem Behavior(s) 
State setting, frequency, duration, intensity, and severity of what the child is doing or not doing. 
 
A) Observed and/or reported by   [  ] School Staff        [  ]  Parent      [  ]Other:  

 

 

 

 

 
 

 
B) Observed and/or reported by   [  ] School Staff        [  ]  Parent      [  ]Other:  

 

 
 

 
C) Observed and/or reported by   [  ] School Staff        [  ]  Parent      [  ]Other:  

 

 

 

 

 

Events that Typically Precede the Problem Behavior(s) 



	

  

Mark X beside all that apply in a school setting, then describe: 

[  ]  Directive or request from   
       authority         

[  ]  Provocation from peers         [  ]  Academic activity 

[  ]  Unstructured setting                                [  ] Transition time                       [  ]  Certain time of day 
[  ]  No obvious circumstance                         [  ]  Other:  
Description: 
 

 
 

Events That Typically Follow the Problem Behavior(s) 
Check all that apply in a school setting, then describe: 
[  ]  Behavior is socially 
reinforced by peers 

[  ] No consequences or 
behavior is ignored         

[  ]  Gets corrective feedback         

[  ]  Is removed from the setting            [  ]  Privileges are withheld         [  ]  Gets negative consequences 
[  ]  Receives attention        [  ]  No obvious consistency          [  ]  other:  
Description: 

 

 
 

Effectiveness of Interventions on Behavior 

Describe what positive reinforcers have been tried and identify its effectiveness. 

 

 

Describe what consequences have been tried and identify its effectiveness. 

 
 

Analysis and Recommendation 

A) The presumed function of this behavior is (mark X and write in explanation of “what”) 

[  ]  To get: 

 

[  ]  To escape:  

 

[  ]  To control:  
 

B) The problem behavior may be linked to a skill deficit in the following areas:  

 
 
 
 
 

C) The problem behavior may be linked to a performance deficit in the following areas:  



	

  

 

 

D) Next Steps:  

[  ] The child’s behavior patterns may require instructional modifications or accommodations only. 
  
[  ] The child’s behavior patterns suggest that a Behavioral Intervention Plan is warranted.  
 
[  ] Existing data is insufficient for a complete functional assessment.  Additional data is needed. 

 

The following person(s) conducted this Functional Behavioral Assessment 
 
 
 
Signature/Title                                                        Date 

 
 
 
Signature/Title                                                        Date 

 
 
 
Signature/Title                                                        Date 

 
 
 
Signature/Title                                                        Date 

 
 
 
Signature/Title                                                        Date 

 
 
 
Signature/Title                                                        Date 

 
 
 
Signature/Title                                                        Date 

 
 
 
Signature/Title                                                        Date 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



   

Behavioral Intervention Plan 
Fill in the demographic information UNDER each category below: 

Child’s Name: 
 

School: 
 

District: 
 

School Year:  
 

MSIS ID Number: 
 

Grade: 
 

Race:  
 

Gender: 
 

Date of Birth: 
 

Phone Number:  
 

Current Eligibility Date: 
 

Eligibility Category: 
 

Mother’s Name: 
 
 

Father’s Name: 
 

Address: 
 

Problem Behavior(s) 
 Description of Behaviors  

Behavior 
1 

 
 
 
 

[  ] Skill Deficit 
[  ] Performance Deficit 

Behavior 
2 

 
 
 
 

[  ] Skill Deficit 
[  ] Performance Deficit 

Behavior 
3 

 
 
 
 

[  ] Skill Deficit 
[  ] Performance Deficit 

 

• Skill deficit: The child does not know how to perform the desired behavior. 
• Performance deficit: The child knows how to perform the desired behavior, but does not consistently do so. 
 

Intervention Strategies 
 

 Environment and/or 
Circumstances: 

Can the environment or 
circumstances that trigger the 
behavior or the result of it be 

adjusted? If so, how? 
 

Curriculum and/or 
Instruction: 

Would changes in the 
curriculum or instructional 

strategies be helpful? If so, 
what and by whom? 

 

Other Strategies or 
Positive Supports: 

(including school personnel, 
peers, or family) 

 

Behavior 
1 

 
 
 
 

  

Behavior 
2 

 
 
 
 

  

Behavior 
3 

 
 
 
 

  

 

 
Desired Replacement Behavior 



   

 

 What behavior will the child be taught to replace the targeted behavior?  How and by whom? 

Behavior 
1 

 
 
 
 

Behavior 
2 

 
 
 
 

Behavior 
3 

 
 
 
 

 

Rewards and/or Motivators: 
 How will the child be reinforced so that the replacement behaviors are more motivating that 

the problem behavior? 

Behavior 
1 

 
 
 
 

Behavior 
2 

 
 
 
 

Behavior 
3 

 
 
 
 

 

Consequences: What consequences will be implemented for repeated occurrences of the problem 
behavior? 

 1st Occurrence 2nd Occurrence 3rd Occurrence Continuing 

Behavior 
1 

 
 
 
 
 

   

Behavior 
2 

 
 
 
 
 

   

Behavior 
3 

 
 
 
 
 

   

 

Crisis Plan 



   

How will an emergency situation or behavior crisis be handled? (Define possible scenarios, including the use of in –school 
or out-of-school suspension, or aversive techniques, as appropriate) 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Monitoring of Behavior 
How will behavior(s) be assessed and evaluated? What data will be collected? How and by whom? When will the plan be 
first reviewed for its effectiveness? Thereafter? 
 
 
 
 
 

The following persons participated in the creation of the BIP 
 

 
 
 
Signature/Title                                                        Date 

 
 
 
Signature/Title                                                        Date 

 
 
 
Signature/Title                                                        Date 

 
 
 
Signature/Title                                                        Date 

 
 
 
Signature/Title                                                        Date 

 
 
 
Signature/Title                                                        Date 

 
 
 
Signature/Title                                                        Date 

 
 
 
Signature/Title                                                        Date 



Behavior Flowcharts by Campus:


Bramlett:




Central: 
Central Elementary Behavior Management Flowchart 
Classroom Environment and Teacher Strategies

●Build relationships
●Establish classroom expectations
●Teach expectations
●Reinforce positive behaviors within guidelines of classroom behavior management system
●Problem solve with students and elicit help from parent/guardians
●Complete Panorama universal screeners for all students 

Observe Problem Behavior
Step 1- Pause, assess, and evaluate the situation/incident. 

Is this a Minor or Major Behavior?

Teacher/Staff Managed (Minor) Behaviors:   

1.Give verbal redirection
2.Reteach behavior to meet expectations
3.Provide intervention (see attached)
4.Write Minor in Edclick notes
5.Contact Parent
6.Classroom behavior management strategies (Conscious Discipline/Responsive 
Classroom)

3 Minors (for same expectation) = Office Referral
●Minors are considered separate incidents (example:  correcting 3 times for staying in line 
during a single bathroom break does not equal an office referral.)
●Office referral will include: dates of minors, parent contact, method for reteaching 
and/or intervention

Administration Managed (Major) Behaviors:

●Not following directions
●Work refusal
●Not following classroom procedures
●Excessive talking after reminder
●Inappropriate noises
●Name calling/teasing
●Not following restroom procedures
●Classroom disruption
●Profanity



1.Submit Office Referral (see what is included in bold)
2.Call for support staff if needed
3.Student conference with administrator
4.Reflect, reteach, rehearse
5.Consequences deemed necessary by administration
6.Discuss next steps with teacher, parent, and support staff 

          After more than one office referral
1.Tier I High Quality Classroom Observation Form
2.Consult with behavior coach/counselor to develop and implement classroom strategies/
interventions
3.Monitor behaviors through data collection and 

reassess if behaviors continue.
After multiple office referrals (2-4) 

1.Provide documentation to discuss as MTSS team
2.Implement intervention if decided by team
3.Weekly documentation per intervention cycle if tiered. 

 

●Chronic/repetitive infractions: 3 Minors for same 
expectation within (specified 4-6 weeks timeframe)

●Aggressive behavior (danger to self or others with intent to hurt-
hitting, kicking, biting, throwing item)
●Bullying
●Damaging property
●Leaving without permission



Della: 

MTSS (Behavior) Flowchart 
3rd and 4th Grades 

 



OIS:



OMS:



OHS: 

Tier 2 Behavior Flowchart



Tier 3 Behavior Flowchart



Oxford	School	District	
224	Bramlett	Boulevard	•	Oxford,	Mississippi	38655	
Phone:	(662)	234-3541	•	Fax:	(662)	232-2862

Date: 
To the Parents/Guardians of: 

Dear Parents/Guardians, 

Your child has been referred to the Multi-Tiered System of Support (MTSS) team by his/
her classroom teacher for the 2021-2022 school year. The MTSS team's purpose is to 
review and consider all available information and to recommend additional educational 
and/or behavioral strategies and interventions to further assist your child. After reviewing 
your child’s data and discussing areas of need with your child’s teacher, your child has 
been placed on a tier to receive extra support at school. 

Your child is currently on the following Tier(s): 

____ Tier 2 Reading ____ Tier 2  Math ____ Tier 2 Behavior ____ Tier 2 SEL

____ Tier 3 Reading ____ Tier 3 Math ____ Tier 3 Behavior  ____ Tier 3 SEL

Your child’s progress will be monitored regularly. The MTSS team will meet every 8 
weeks to review your child’s progress and you will receive an update on how your child 
is progressing. 

If you have any questions or concerns, please contact your child’s teacher or myself at: 

Email:  

Phone:  

Sincerely, 

 
Name 

Position/Title 

School

Builders	of	the	Future



Oxford	School	District	
224	Bramlett	Boulevard	•	Oxford,	Mississippi	38655	
Phone:	(662)	234-3541	•	Fax:	(662)	232-2862

Date: 
To the Parent/Guardian of: 

Dear Parents/Guardians,

Your child will receive intervention services by school personnel as a continuation of the 
services received for the 2021-2022 school year.  Your child’s progress will be monitored 
regularly. The MTSS team will meet every 8 weeks to review your child’s progress and 
you will receive an update on how your child is progressing.

Your child is currently on the following Tier(s):

____ Tier 2 Reading ____ Tier 2 Math ____ Tier 2 Behavior ____ Tier 2 SEL

____ Tier 3 Reading ____ Tier 3 Math ____ Tier 3 Behavior ____ Tier 3 SEL 

If you have any questions or concerns, please contact your child’s teacher or myself at: 

Email:  

Phone:  

Sincerely, 

 
Name 

Position/Title 

School

Builders	of	the	Future



 Statement of Confidentiality  

Oxford School District 

School: Della Davidson Elementary  Date:                                                               

This form is to be completed prior to participating in Tier interventions and the Teacher Support Team (TST) process. 

I agree that all information (i.e. teacher and student information, school performance data, specific demographics data, 
etc.) discussed pertaining to the tier process will be held in strict confidence. I will neither contact anyone outside the 
official function of this TST process for any reason nor will I leave in view of others any notes or copies of any documents 
utilized during the process. Discussions regarding this student will be restricted to Team members only and will be held in 
appropriate settings. 

Signature       Title 

                 

                 

                 

                 

                 

                 

                 

                 

                 

                 

                 

                 

                 

                 

                 



Parent/Student Rights in Identification, Evaluation and Placement 
Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973 

Oxford School District 

Under Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973, students with disabilities have the right to 
receive a free and appropriate public education, with includes the right to be educated with 
students without disabilities to the maximum extent appropriate. Furthermore, students with 
disabilities have the right to take part in, and receive benefits from, public education programs 
without discrimination or harassment based on those disabilities. 

Parents/guardians should be provided notice of their rights under Section 504: 

When Parent/Guardian Notice of Initial Referral is delivered  
When eligibility is determined  
When a plan is developed  
Before there is a significant change in the plan for services 

You have the right to:  
Have your child take part in and receive benefits from public education without discrimination 
because of his/her impairment.  

Have your child educated in facilities and receive services comparable to those provided to non-
handicapped students.  

Have your child be given an equal opportunity to participate in nonacademic and extracurricular 
activities offered by the district.  

Have an evaluation that draws on information from a variety of sources and by persons who 
know the student.   

Be informed of any proposed actions related to eligibility and plan for services.  

Examine all relevant educational records and assessments relating to decisions regarding your 
child’s identification, evaluation, educational program and placement.  

Receive all information in your native language and primary mode of communication.  



Periodic re-evaluations and an evaluation before any significant change in program/service 
modifications.  

File a grievance with the school district over an alleged violation of Section 504 regulations.  

Appeal a decision pertaining to identification, evaluation and education placement through a due 
process hearing.  

An impartial hearing if there is disagreement with the school district’s proposed action not 
resolved through the initial hearing.  

Be represented by counsel in the impartial hearing process at their own expense.  

Appeal the impartial hearing officer’s decision.  

District Section 504 Compliance 
The person in this district who is responsible for assuring the district is in compliance with 
Section 504, is LaTonya Robinson Asst. Sped/Director of Equity and Intervention. Email 
inquiries to lrrobinson@oxfordsd.org. Pat Austin is the Director of Special Services. Her email 
address is peaustin@oxfordsd.org.  



SECTION 504 ACCOMMODATION PLAN 2021 - 2022

STUDENT’S NAME STUDENT ID# DOB GRADE

This plan is in effect 
from through

Date Written, Reviewed, and/
or Updated Next Review-By Date

Diagnosis of 
Impairment(s)

Effects of Impairment(s) on  
One or More Major Life 

Activities

Determination of 
Impairment 

Refer to 34 
CFR104.35(b)(1)-(3) 

This student qualifies for Section 504  
of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973. __X___ Yes _____ No

AREA OF NEED ACCOMMODATIONS

Academic

Academic

State Assessments

Behavioral



 

504 Student  
 

Staff Acknowledgements and Signatures 
By signing below, I acknowledge having received and read in its entirety this student’s Section 504 plan. I understand that 
implementation of all accommodations is non-negotiable. I understand and acknowledge that all information discussed 
pertaining to this student’s Section 504 status, plan, and accommodations will be kept strictly confidential. Discussions 
regarding this student will be restricted to the Section 504 coordinator, the student’s parent(s)/guardian(s), and the 
student’s team of necessary staff (his/her administrator, counselor, and teachers). Meetings and discussion of this student 
with regard to his/her Section 504 plan will be held in appropriate settings.  
 

Staff Member Role Date Signature 

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

 

Teacher Course(s) & Term(s) Date Signature 

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

 
 
 
 
 
 
 





DYSLEXIA PLAN 2021 - 2022

STUDENT’S NAME STUDENT ID# DOB GRADE

This plan is in effect 
from through

Date Written, Reviewed, and/
or Updated Next Review-By Date

Diagnosis of 
Impairment(s)

Effects of Impairment(s) on  
One or More Major Life 

Activities

Determination of 
Impairment 

This student qualifies for accommodations 
based on guidelines from Mississippi 

Department of Education
__X___ Yes _____ No

AREA OF NEED ACCOMMODATIONS

Academic Extended time until the end of the school day

ELA, Math, ENG II, 
ALG I, 5/8 Science, 
BIO I, USH, MKAS, 
ACT (with prior 
approval), ELPT with 
restrictions

Academic Administer the test over several sessions, specifying the duration of 
each session. 

ELA, Math, ENG II, 
ALG I, 5/8 Science, 
BIO I, USH, MKAS, 
ACT (with prior 
approval), ELPT with 
restrictions

Academic Administer the test over several days, specifying the duration of each 
day’s sessions.

ELA, Math, ENG II, 
ALG I, 5/8 Science, 
BIO I, USH, MKAS, 
ACT (with prior 
approval), ELPT with 
restrictions



Mississippi Testing Accommodations for Students with Dyslexia 
Student Name:____________________________                                                        MSIS #: _________________________ 
Test Date: __________________________________ 

 

 

 

For the above listed assessments, students with disabilities (SWDs), English learners (ELs), and students with a diagnosis of dyslexia 
that were evaluated by a licensed psychologist, psychometrist, or speech language pathologist (HB 1031, July 2012 may be afforded 
these extended time accommodations.  These accommodations must be listed in the student’s IEP or Section 504 Plan and specified 
for these assessment areas or students must have a documented diagnosis of dyslexia on file in accordance with Miss. Code 37-173-1 
et seq. 

# Accommodation 

MAAP 
___ELA                ___Math 
___ENG II         ___ALG I 
___5/8 Science     ___BIO I 
___USH 
 

MKAS2 
ACT 

(Prior Approval 
Required from ACT) 

ELPT 

  Allowable Used Allowable Used Allowable Used Allowable Used 
20/23 Extended time until the 

end of the school day. Yes  Yes  Yes  
Yes – The 

test is 
untimed. 

 

24 Administer the test over 
several sessions, 
specifying the duration 
of each session. 

Yes  Yes  Yes  

Yes 
(Excludes 

the Speaking 
Domain) 

 

25 Administer the test over 
several days, specifying 
the duration of each 
day’s sessions. 

Yes  Yes  Yes  

Yes 
(Excludes 

the Speaking 
Domain) 

 




